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Personal ment After having completed my graduation in mathematical 

finance, pursuing my studies in finance would be a dream comes true for me.

The offer of the Imperial College London at this juncture is a great blessing to

me, because I consider getting an opportunity at this college would really be 

gratifying. I know the finance program which I am offered is ‘ ranked 1st in 

London and 8th in the world’(“ Imperial College.”).. This highly practical 

course will teach me the methodology and tools that are desirable to build 

up financial analysis skills which will be crucial in determining my growth as 

a technocrat. While in China, I had the opportunity to work at Volunteer 

Union, Suzhou, for the old people. I also worked as a journalist for XJTLU 

University in Xian. I could do fairly well as a journalist, and some of my works

got published in the official website of the university those days. All these 

areas helped me to get along with people and sustain confidence in 

everything I do. 

I was always crazy plying with numbers. During my graduation, I was very 

particular with the subject that even the solution to an easy puzzle would 

give me a lot of delight. The reason why I love to select finance as my 

subject is I want to concentrate on the unpredictable financial market 

situations in order to make stock analyses based on the market environment

that involves a lot of mathematical calculations and analyses. To get real life 

experiences and additional knowledge on my prospective career, I have 

made visits to actual financial markets and travelled through markets like 

Shaanxi Finance Radio, Huatai Security Company and Agriculture Bank of 

China. Admittedly, my internships added to my experience and I clearly 

understood the required level of expertise a person must possess in order for
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working in financial markets. 

After two years’ major education in China, I left for Liverpool for continuing 

the rest of it in September 2010. My two years experience in the UK helped 

me to adjust with strange cultures and to take up a different view on urban 

and finance culture. This knowledge in cultural diversity is essential for one 

to act in response to the present financial problems in the modern economy 

especially in financial markets. 

I have the strong hope that Imperial College London with its fortunate 

reputation in academic world can help me to develop my skills and 

employability across a wide range of industries. The subjects like statistics, 

economics, securities market and financial mathematics that I studied during

my graduation have helped me to get idea about the operations of financial 

markets including money market and capital market. I believe that all these 

experiences and skills will help me at the Imperial College to make a better 

understanding of my program in finance and to develop a better mindset. My

independent life of four years abroad has given me a strong and stable 

personality along with other skills that could be utilized in future. Hence, I 

am really glad to accept this rewarding challenge of one year program, 

which is devised to make ‘ young professionals for numerous careers in 

finance’ (“ Imperial College.”). 
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